01 Pool Hall ceiling
02 Translucent pool hall shell high performance u-glass modulated with opening panels for natural ventilation
03 Sunshade awning
04 Skylights to cafe rooftop garden
05 Fitness Studio overlook entry walkway outdoor pool and street
06 Consultation Rooms
07 Lifts and stair
08 Secondary reception/manager/ primary consultant rooms
09 Foyer
10 Spin Room
11 Weights / cardio with outlook to pool leisure hall and street frontages
12 Brise Soleil - Off-form concrete fine lined fluid shape structure to pool concourse entry walkway and walkway to main pool
13 Entry walkway and walkway to main pool
14 Main pool northern aspect visual concourse activating entry and street views to park
15 Creche
16 Dry Cafe terrace activating entry north light and visual link to main pool, foyer and reception
17 Foyer/reception
18 Wet cafe lounge and outdoor terrace directly linking with outdoor pool and leisure hall
19 Hydrotherapy pool
20 Public amenities
21 Creche
22 Lifts and stair
23 Field amenities
24 Public amenities
25 Field/amenities
26 Back of house - garbage and plant
27 Trigeneration and pool plant
28 Cooling tower
29 WSUD swale
30 Playing field
31 Fitness
32 Skatable moments
33 All abilities play
34 Urban kitchen
35 Contact + toilets
36 Main East-West link
37 Main East-West link
38 WSUD swale + interactive play + vertical planting
39 Goal + screen
40 Spectator Bleachers
41 Spectator mound
SITE ACCESS + PARKING
- CYLE PARKING ROUTE
- PEDISTRIAN PARKING
- ESD PARKING
- BIKE STOP
- UNDERGROUND VEHICLE PARKING
- UGINDER COVER BIKE PARKING

ESD
- PRIMARY CIRCULATION
- SECONDARY CIRCULATION
- ENCLOSING ELEMENTS
- IMPLIED ENCLOSURE LINES

WSUD
- CATCHMENT DRAW
- SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE
- UNDERGROUND WATER TANK

TREE TYPOLOGY
1. SYMBOLIC TREES
   - Enhance social identity and provide shelter and shade
2. HABITAT TREES
   - Native Australian species
3. STREET TREES
   - Local street tree species
4. LEGACY TREES
   - Significant existing trees
5. ACCENT TREES
   - Tall slender trees
6. RAINGARDEN TREES
   - Tree species suitable for wet conditions

HABITAT/ PLANTING TYPE
- WETLANDS: THED
- ENSP SPECIES: SUPERB WATTLE
- SOUTH ENSP SPECIES: ENSP PLANTS
- ENSP SPECIES: EUCALYPTS
- ENSP SPECIES: ENSP BANKSIA

PEDESTRIAN + CYCLE
- PEDESTRIAN LINES
- ENTRY POINTS
- CYCLE WAY
- VEHICLE ENTRY

PEDESTRIAN + CYCLE
- PEDESTRIAN LINES
- ENTRY POINTS
- CYCLE WAY
- VEHICLE ENTRY

WETLAND CORRIDOR
- SWAMP SPECIES: ENSP BANKSIA SCRUB
- XANTHORRHOEA RESINIFERA MASS PLANTING

URBAN KITCHEN
- OUTDOOR DINING
- URBAN KITCHEN
- WETLAND CORRIDOR
- PAVING FEATURE: RECYCLED, REUSED + FOUND

ALL ABILITIES
- PRIMARY CIRCULATION
- SECONDARY CIRCULATION
- ENCLOSING ELEMENTS
- IMPLIED ENCLOSURE LINES

ALL ABILITIES
- PRIMARY CIRCULATION
- SECONDARY CIRCULATION
- ENCLOSING ELEMENTS
- IMPLIED ENCLOSURE LINES

GUNYAMA PARK & GREEN SQUARE AQUATIC CENTRE
CULLINAN IVANOV PARTNERSHIP

SECTION ISG
- GUNYAMA PARK & GREEN SQUARE AQUATIC CENTRE
- CULLINAN IVANOV PARTNERSHIP

SECTION FF
- GUNYAMA PARK & GREEN SQUARE AQUATIC CENTRE
- CULLINAN IVANOV PARTNERSHIP

JILA
VIEW OF GUNYAMA PARK AND AQUATIC CENTRE FROM EAST

04. STEEL PLATE CLAD ROOF-WALL, MICACEOUS IRON OXIDE PAINT FINISH
05. POWDERCOATED FIXED ROOF-WALL VENTS
06. PROFILES DOUBLE GLAZED HIGH PERFORMANCE U-VALUE GLASS FACADE
07. STEEL BOX FRAMES WITH CAFE PODS WITH HARDWOOD TIMBER CLADDING
08. BRISE SOLEIL OFF-FORM CONCRETE SHADE STRUCTURE
09. FRAMELESS GLAZED BALUSTRADE WITH TIMBER HANDRAIL
10. CAFE PODS WITH HARDWOOD TIMBER CLADDING
11. ART WALL
12. MECHANISED RENLITA GLAZED FOLD UP DOORS
13. OFF-FORM SHAPED CONCRETE COLUMNS
14. METAL CLAD STAND ALONE ROOF WITH MECHANICAL DUCTS
15. SCULPTURAL FOLDED POOL HALL CEILING
16. PHOTOVOLTAICS MOUNTED ON METAL DECK ROOF
17. FIXED GLAZED ROOF WITH OPERABLE EXTERNAL SKYLIGHT SHADING
18. POWDERCOATED FIXED ROOF-WALL VENTS
19. OFF-FORM SHAPED CONCRETE COLUMNS

VIEW OF OUTDOOR POOL AND ENTRY WALKWAY

DETAIL SECTION 03 - POOL AND LEISURE HALL 1:25
01. STEEL FRAMED WINDOW OPENINGS, GLASS LOUVRES, MECHANISED EXTERNAL TIMBER LS LOUVRES
02. WHITE FULLY GLAZED FACE BRICK
03. STEEL-PLATE CLAD ROOF WALL, MICACEOUS IRON OXIDE PAINT FINISH
04. RENDER + PAINT BASEMENT WALL
05. POWDERCOATED FIXED VENTILATION LOUVRES
06. PROFILIT DOUBLE GLAZED HIGH PERFORMANCE U GLASS FACADE
07. STEEL BOX FRAMES WITH MECHANISED GLASS LOUVRES
08. CONCRETE SHADE STRUCTURE
09. STEEL BOX FRAMES WITH HARDWOOD TIMBER SLIDING
10. SCULPTURAL FOLDED POOL HALL CEILING
11. FIXED GLAZED ROOF WITH SPINABLE EXTERNAL SKYLIGHT SHADING

VIEW TO PARK THROUGH CAFE

VIEW TO PARK THROUGH POOL HALL